Total Surveyed:

28

The current status of my school is:
All Distance Learning
Fully Open

26
1

Hybrid

1
I am (check all that apply):

still tending to the garden on campus
NOT tending to the garden on campus
making educational videos for my students
teaching classes virtually/online
creating my own original content/curriculum for teaching

22
5
11
8
11

using purchased/gleaned curriculum/lessons for my classes

8

NOT teaching virtually

8

Other

Giving links to curriculum and craft and at The principal fully supports a Wednesday I am a volunteer and the teacher is
I’m a classroom teacher...barely have
Modifying previously created curriculum
home indoor/outdoor activities for families in the Garden program. Up to 8
teaching hard time virtually she is creating time these days but at least trying to keep
via Facebook and email
participants, (parent required to
her own content
things watered .
accompany their children) can come to
one of 2 one-hour sessions on Wed. They
join me in starting seeds in flats, weeding,
potting up their own succulent plants to
take home, etc.

Please describe what online educational platform(s) you are
using, and include any challenges you're having
Emails
Facebook
Created Website
Zoom
Google Classroom
See Saw
Videos
Keynote
YouTube
Kahoot
Canvas
Nearpod
Dojo
Go Noodle
IXL
Lexia
Second Step
Benchmark
EdPuzzle
Jupiter Grades
Remind
My Lab and Mastery
Pearson Ed
Web Captioner
Jamboard
I find it challenging to know what sorts of As a contracted garden coordinator, I don’ I’m not enough student views or teacher
materials and parent support my students t have access to google classroom,
involvement.
have at home. I also gave each of my 4th classlink, illuminate, etc.
through 8th grade students a journal, so
they can do reflection activities away from
a screen. I really want to serve my school
community by providing non-screen time
for students, which is what I feel I provide
for students during a normal school year.
In my thinking, I oscillate between doing
the lessons I would normally do with the
students in the garden setting, and doing
basic ecoliteracy lessons that I think are
accessible to a wide population of
students.

Challenges:

I could use some teaching support in the following
categories...(please check all that apply)
Online lesson plans/resources

10

There is SO much to learn. Challenges?? Main challenge is keeping students
Wifi dropping, Google takes too many
engaged and interested in the garden
clicks to complete a single task and there when they are unable to be onsite.
is no resource personnel from Google to
answer questions, kids having login
issues and Zoom dropping off world
wide...sigh...too much to list.

Non-digital tools/ teaching methods

2

Teaching in a Distance Learning setting

8

NGSS

6

Cooking/ Nutrition/ Food Literacy

4

Eco-Literacy

6

Harvest of the Month

8

Botany

5

Social, Emotional & Mindfulness Learning

7

Other

Time to Plan

Time to experiment with platforms

soil plant and seed resources

Getting approved for fruit trees

Our garden is getting moved and we need Help designing new garden and sourcing
all of the above assistance
materials

I hope to grow far more food in this year's
garden, since we are not teaching
lessons. I hope to share it. I need fall
starts now. Also, weeds are a big problem
in our garden and without students I am
getting behind in weed control. A couple
of volunteers for a couple of hours would
be a huge help.

I am most interested in ideas on how to
keep students engaged and interested
when I am just making videos for them.
Videos are so different from physically
being in a garden! They also all have
different living situations, so I can't
assume they have a home garden to care
for. I want to give them ideas for fun
ways to engage from home. If you all
have some ideas or resources, I would
love to hear them!

I am being paid to:
maintain the garden ONLY
teach my students ONLY
maintain the garden AND teach regular classes
I am NOT being paid

3
3
14
6

I am in need of: (check all that apply)
Plants
Seeds
Compost

16
9
14

Cover Crop

6

Irrigation Installation & Repair

8

Volunteer help in the garden

7

Infrastructure repair (describe more below)

1

Infrastructure building (describe more below)
Curriculum/Lesson Plans

3
10

Professional Development Support

6

Tech support

2

Other
Please describe your needs in more detail here:

I would also love to send home materials
for kids to grow some kind of plant at
home. Do you have any suggestions for
something the kids would enjoy that is
also pretty hardy and might survive a bit
of over or under watering? I am also
looking for a source of inexpensive pots
for them. I will need to send home pots,
soil, and seeds to facilitate this because
not everyone can afford their own. I have
487 students!

I am a new garden coordinator this year,
along with 1 other amazing woman. She
is doing student time and I am campus
maintenance. Currently the district won’t
allow me to bring fruit trees into the
school garden, siting rodents and bees as
being a nuisance that would be attracted
to them. We have a peach tree and a
lemon on campus already. They are not a
nuisance. Our school, during non-Covid
times, prepares a sampling of garden
grown foods for the school to try every 2
weeks. I’d like to add apple trees, a plum,
and a lime to broaden our options. If you
have suggestions to help me win this
battle, I’d love to hear. Thanks

A job

